
WRITING AUTHOR NAME IN LATEX

Using authblk maybe it's better to do something like: \documentclass{article} \ usepackage{authblk} \title{This is some
thing} \author[1]{Don Joe} \author[2]{ Smith.

The body text of paragraphs is simply plain text. Usually a custom titlepage does not contain any semantic
markup, everything is hand crafted. Then start writing your own text inside the sections. You just change one
line of text that specifies the document class to be used. The so called document class defines the formatting of
the document. It will later be hidden from the end user. It defines a frontispiece as used in Italy. The user can
concentrate on creating the information content of the document and he doesn't need to bother about fonts,
page breaks, placing of figures, etc. Italian users may also want to use the frontespizio package [2]. You can
prepare the titlepage in its own little document and prepare a one page pdf that you later include into your real
document. Standard Titles[ edit ] Most document classes provide a simple interface to store details to be
represented in the title and to typeset the actual title. Open the. More titlepage examples[ edit ] The titlepages
package presents many different styles for title pages. Eventually you will need to write some commands but
those you can usually copy and paste from other documents or templates. This is especially helpful for journal
submissions without an available template. You can start testing right away. When handling it, remember that
it is considered like a big box by the TeX engine. First we must take a quick look at LaTeX syntax. Please see
examples for KOMA-script and memoir classes below. Which commands are actually available, and which
might be omissible should be written in a documentation that is bundled with the package. Keep that in mind
when preparing your title page. Notes and References[ edit ]. The user can set the variables for title and the
like. Both provide different commands to change the appearance of the title. Follow the template if the journal
provides one. SE has a collection of titlepages. For example, conferences often provide their own document
classes that you can download. Look around what happens if you leave one or the other command out. This is
best done by an experienced LaTeX user. Package authblk [3] provides new means to typeset the authors.
Assuming you have done the title page of your report in an extra document, let's pretend it is called
reportTitlepage As the name suggests, it can be used to thank someone. In the example above, there is not
enough horizontal space to fit both authors on the same line. Here is a practical and compilable example.
Create a custom title for a report or book[ edit ] The title page of a book or a report is the first thing a reader
will see. LaTeX provides many standard document classes but you can also use other styles. Another small
collection can be found on Github. Please fix this. The commands to store your title data can be used in the
preamble. LaTeX files usually have a. The layout is defined by the documentclass in use. It is useful for small
changes to the standard output.


